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Abstract Background: Expectant mothers at high risk for preterm labor admitted to the Mother and Child Health Centers (MCH)
often have psychological problems and mood disturbances. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effects
of an interview by health professionals on their mood status.
Methods: Participants consisted of 52 women admitted to the MCH of Kansai Medical University (KMU) hospital and
who had delivered between December 2006 and September 2007. Interview sessions by health professionals consisting
of a neonatologist and a clinical psychologist, termed ‘KMU baby doctor-team interview’, were held once a week.
During the interview the neonatologist discussed the physiology of preterm infants and treatment for the possible
complications while the clinical psychologist listened to the expectant mothers talk about their anxieties or complaints
and responded to their requests as much as possible. To investigate their mood status objectively, the participants were
asked to complete the Japanese version of the Profile of Mood States (POMS) before and after the first session.
Results: On admission, more than 20% of participants ranging from 19 to 42 years of age had mood disturbances in
Tension–Anxiety, Depression–Dejection, and Vigor categorized by POMS. The average score for Depression–Dejection,
however, significantly improved after the first interview sessions.
Conclusions: Mood disturbances were observed in a considerable number of expectant mothers at high risk for preterm
labor. Interviews by health professionals consisting of a neonatologist and a clinical psychologist may alter their mood
status.
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Expectant mothers at high risk for preterm labor admitted to
Mother and Child Health Centers (MCH) often have psychologi-
cal problems, such as feelings of anxiety or depression because
they are afraid of stillbirth or of having an increased risk of giving
birth to preterm infants who would be admitted to a neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU).1 We and others have further con-
firmed that an admission of newborn infants to NICU also
increases the prevalence of mood disturbance in their mothers.2,3

Premature infants are obliged to spend their postnatal period in
an incubator for various medical reasons and thus to be separated
from their parents for a prolonged period. For this reason,
parents, particularly mothers, experience preterm births as a
highly stressful event4–6 and find it more difficult to establish
relationships with their babies after having been separated from
them.7 They often become depressed because they tend to blame
themselves for not having given birth to a healthy baby and for
being unable to do anything for her child.3,4 It is known that
maternal traumatic experience related to premature birth has a
lasting influence on mother–child interactive behavior.5

Maternal depression is one of the most important symptoms
that may lead to child developmental problems.8–10 In addition,
the risk of child maltreatment is reported to be high in mothers of
preterm babies.11,12 Therefore, early intervention to prevent or
improve mood disturbances in expectant mothers at high risk for
preterm labor appears to be important in terms of maternal and
child mental health.

It has been recently suggested that providing the opportunity
to discuss the infants’ clinical status with health professionals,
and psychological support for mothers at high risk for preterm
labor may alleviate their stressful feelings.13 Therefore, improve-
ment of mood disturbances through interviews with health
professionals may contribute to achieve good mother–child
relationships and to reduce further parenting stress, although its
efficacy has not been examined objectively.

The purposes of the present study were to evaluate the prevalence
and types of mood disturbances in mothers at high risk for preterm
labor, and the effect of prenatal visit, named ‘Kansai Medical Uni-
versity (KMU) baby doctor-team interview’ on their mood status.

Methods

Subjects

Sixty- nine pregnant women who were admitted to the MCH of
KMU hospital and who gave birth between December 2006 and
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September 2007 were invited to join the study. They were admit-
ted to the MCH because of high-risk pregnancy and labor asso-
ciated with certain conditions, such as complicated pregnancies,
severe pregnancy-induced hypertension, premature labor or fetal
anomalies.

The purpose of the study was explained to all candidates who
were admitted during the study period, and each subject provided
written informed consent before participation: as a result, 52 out
of 69 candidates gave permission to join the study and were
enrolled in the study. The protocol of the study was approved by
the ethics committee of KMU.

Kansai Medical University baby doctor-team interview

Prenatal sessions, named ‘KMU baby doctor-team interview’, were
held once a week at the bedside by a neonatologist and a clinical
psychologist of the NICU during the participants’ stay in the MCH.

The sessions took 30–120 min and were semi-structured; first,
a neonatologist and a clinical psychologist introduced themselves
and the vital role of the baby doctor-team. Second, they discussed
the physiology and clinical course of healthy and sick neonates,
and informed the mother of treatment and prognosis of the
preterm infants. Finally, they listened to the participants’ com-
plaints, anxieties, and the mothers’ emotional stress. The first
session was held within 1 week after admission to the MCH, and
participants were asked to complete the questionnaire before and
after the first session.

Questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of two parts: background character-
istics of the participants and the Japanese version of Profile of
Mood States (POMS).

Background characteristics included ages of the subjects, ges-
tational weeks (GW), family structure, history of delivery and
stillbirth, and diagnosis of expectant mothers and/or fetuses. The
Japanese version of POMS, which was designed to evaluate
mood status,14 consists of six mood dimensions: Tension–Anxi-
ety (T-A), Depression–Dejection (D), Anger–Hostility (A-H),
Vigor (V), Fatigue (F), and Confusion (C). Subjects answered a
total of 65 questions using a 5-point Likert Scale ranging from 0
to 4: the total mood disturbance score (T score, range 25–85,
median 50) was assessed via a quick reference matrix from the
total points of answers to each mood status. For example, mood
status of D was evaluated by the following 15 items related
to depression and dejection: hopeless, loneliness, self-abuse,

depressed, disappointed, sinking feeling, worthless, humility,
regret, fear, unhappiness, feeling of guilt, upset, sadness, and
discouraged. Each answer is scored as 0–4 and the points for the
15 answers are summed. Therefore, maximum points in the sub-
scale of D can be 60 and this can be converted to 85 of T score by
the quick reference matrix.

An individual having a T score >60 for T-A, D, A-H, F, or C
and <40 in that for V is considered to be disturbed in mood status
for each dimension and is recommended to consult health-care
professionals.15

The POMS has been recently used for pregnant women to
evaluate their mood status16,17 and the validity and reliability of
the Japanese version has been confirmed.15

The questionnaire was completed at home at 3, 6, 12 months
after labor if the mother’s consent was obtained. T scores of the
POMS were compared before and after the first session.

Statistical analysis

All numerical data are expressed as mean 1 SD. Student t-test
was used for the comparison of the POMS subscale scores before
and after the first session (paired) and those between the mothers
with and without factors related to mood state (unpaired). For
comparison of categorical data, such as the number of subjects
with mood disturbances in each dimension, c2 test with Yates
correction was applied. P was two-tailed, and P < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results

Background characteristics

Mean age and GW of the mothers on admission to the MCH was
33 1 4.8 years (range, 19–42 years) and 29 1 3.8 weeks (range,
21 weeks 2 days–37 weeks 4 days), respectively. Average length
of the stay at MCH was 45 1 25.0 days (range, 4–116 days). Main
diagnoses were: threatened abortion, n = 24; multiple pregnancy,
n = 8; gestosis, n = 5; premature rupture of the membrane, n = 4;
and others (maternal psychiatric disease or fetal multiple
anomalies), n = 11.

Mood status before and after the first session of KMU
baby doctor-team interview

Tables 1,2 demonstrate the mean T score of six mood dimensions
assessed on the POMS, and the number of subjects regarded as
having impaired mood status in each dimension before and after
the first interview session by the KMU baby doctor-team.

Table 1 T scores for Profile of Mood States

Dimension
Mean T score (1SD)

P
All subjects

(n = 52)
Before interview

(n = 29)
After interview

(n = 29)
Tension–Anxiety 52.9 1 9.9 53.1 1 9.6 48.4 1 9.3 <0.01
Depression–Dejection 50.8 1 8.6 51.0 1 8.2 47.2 1 7.5 <0.01
Anger–Hostility 43.2 1 6.8 42.6 1 6.1 40.7 1 5.2 <0.01
Vigor 40.5 1 7.0 41.2 1 5.9 43.1 1 8.2 <0.05
Fatigue 44.9 1 8.4 44.2 1 7.9 42.4 1 8.2 n.s.
Confusion 49.4 1 9.8 48.5 1 9.9 46.1 1 9.3 n.s.

n.s., not significant.
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We compared the T scores before and after the session in 29
expectant mothers at high risk for preterm labor. The data from
the remaining 23 expectant mothers who completed the POMS
questionnaire only before the session were used for analysis of
mood status before the session.

As shown in Table 2, >20% of subjects had disturbances of
mood status in T-A, D, and V before the session. It is noteworthy
that the mood status in V was impaired in nearly half of the
subjects.

After the first session, the mean T score was significantly
decreased compared to that before the session in T-A, D, A-H and
V (Table 1), while no significant difference was observed in the
number of expectant mothers with disturbed mood status in all
six dimensions (Table 2).

Factors related to mood status

We investigated the influence of variable clinical characteristics
on mood status. Mean T scores for all six dimensions of POMS
were analyzed between participants with previous miscarriage or
stillbirth and those without, between those having elder children
and those not having a child, and between those with GW <30
and those with GW 330, because the mortality rate and the
prevalence of neurological sequelae are significantly lower in
neonates with gestational age 330 weeks than in those with ges-
tational age <30 weeks.

As a result, no significant differences was found in T scores
between these categories, while the subjects with multiple preg-
nancy were more confused than those with singleton; the former
showed significantly higher mean T score than the latter (Table 3).

Discussion

It has been reported that mothers who delivered premature infants
suffer from psychological stress and a variety of negative

thoughts,2,4,6,18 for example, inferiority complex because they did
not have a healthy newborn, a sense of inadequacy, and self-
reproach that they have caused their baby to go through painful
treatment.19 Furthermore, the mothers lose confidence in their
ability to communicate with their offspring and continue to have
negative thoughts if the absence of mother–child contact is
prolonged.7

It has been recently suggested that providing the opportunity
to discuss the infants’ clinical status with health professionals,
and psychological support for mothers at high risk for preterm
labor may alleviate their stressful feelings.13 Therefore, improv-
ing mood disturbances by interviews with health professionals
may contribute to good mother–child relationships and reduction
of further parenting stress, although its efficacy has not been
examined objectively.

We first investigated the effects of a prenatal visit by a pro-
fessional team consisting of a neonatologist and a clinical psy-
chologist, on mood status of expectant mothers at high risk for
preterm labor in Japanese population.

The primary finding of the present study is the fact that the
interview by the health professional team, named the KMU baby
doctor-team, can relieve psychological stress and improve mood
status considerably. The second finding is that >20% of the par-
ticipants had disturbed mood status in T-A, D, and V assessed on
POMS based on the survey before the interview: in particular, V
was impaired in almost half of the subjects. These findings partly
agree with a previous study evaluating stress among mothers with
pre-term labor.3 The third finding is that expectant mothers with
multiple pregnancy were more confused than those with singleton.

There are, however, several limitations in the current study.
First, there were no control subjects: because the MCH is a refer-
ral center that provides intensive care for high-risk pregnancy, it
was difficult to include mothers without risk as a healthy control
group. We are planning to compare the mood status in expectant
mothers at high risk for preterm labor with that in healthy preg-
nant women at affiliated hospitals. The significance of the present
study was also limited due to the small number of enrolled sub-
jects: we were able to analyze POMS scores before and after the
first interview session among only 29 out of the 52 respondents.
This low rate of respondents seems to be due to the attitude of
Japanese people toward psychiatric problems: the people having
psychiatric problems tend to hide their mental health problems20

and are likely to be reluctant to participate in this kind of study.
We therefore speculated that non-respondents may be more

Table 2 Number of subjects with impaired mood status

Dimension All subjects
(n = 52)
n (%)

Before interview
(n = 29)
n (%)

After interview
(n = 29)
n (%) P†

Tension–Anxiety 15 (28.8) 8 (27.6) 3 (10.3) 0.180
Depression–Dejection 12 (23.1) 7 (24.1) 4 (13.8) 0.503
Anger–Hostility 2 (3.8) 0 (0) 1 (3.4) 1.000
Vigor 25 (48.1) 14 (48.3) 11 (37.9) 0.596
Fatigue 4 (7.7) 0 (0) 1 (3.4) 1.000
Confusion 6 (11.5) 2 (6.9) 4 (13.8) 0.666

†c2 test with Yates correction.

Table 3 POMS T scores in expectant mothers vs no. fetuses (n = 52)

Dimension Mean T score (1SD)
PMultiple pregnancy Singleton

Tension–Anxiety 54.1110.3 50.618.9 n.s.
Depression–Dejection 52.11 8.9 48.017.3 n.s.
Anger–Hostility 44.41 7.7 40.713.4 n.s.
Vigor 39.51 7.4 42.515.9 n.s.
Fatigue 45.31 8.3 44.218.6 n.s.
Confusion 51.21 9.5 45.519.4 <0.05

n.s., not significant; POMS, Profile of Mood States.
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likely to have psychological problems than respondents, although
there were no significant differences in mother’s age, gestational
weeks at MCH admission, gestational age of newborn, length of
MCH stay, number of elder siblings, and number of fetuses.

In summary, it is suggested that prenatal visit for semi-
structured interview with health professionals consisting of a
neonatologist and a clinical psychologist may relieve psychologi-
cal stress and improve mood status of expectant mothers of
premature infants. It is worthwhile to clarify the positive effect of
the interview on mood status of expectant mothers in a larger
number of subjects, including those without high-risk pregnancy.
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